IQGeo Platform
Improve productivity and collaboration across your organization by
providing a current, accurate view of complex network assets, easily
accessible by anyone, anywhere.
The IQGeo PlatformTM is the foundation for our award-winning software solutions, transforming the ability
of gas network operators to design and manage their complex and constantly evolving network assets.
It’s mobile-first architecture creates a current and accurate digital twin of their physical operations that
can be securely shared with thousands of field and office staff, improving enterprise collaboration and
increasing operational productivity.
IQGeo’s enterprise geospatial software can be rolled out on its own as an asset visibility solution
supporting office staff, mobile field crews and contractors. It provides the tools they need to streamline
planning, design, construction, maintenance, and sales processes by dramatically improving enterprise
data quality. The Platform also forms the foundation for our specialized applications that optimize specific
processes for different stakeholders across the entire network asset lifecycle.
The mobile-first architecture and capabilities of the IQGeo Platform are a game changer for gas network
operators maximize productivity, quality and safety across planning, design, construction, operations,
sales and customer service. The IQGeo Platform helps utility teams achieve a level of productivity and
collaboration that is transforming their business.
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Key benefits
Built for the gas industry
The IQGeo Platform has been built to meet the needs of gas network
operators. IQGeo industry experts’ partner with our customers to deploy
our optimized software, rapidly streamlining processes across the network
lifecycle and delivering greater productivity from office to field.

Mobile-first architecture
IQGeo’s mobile-first software democratizes technology. We enable
approved users to view, manage and edit a current network view from
any mobile device, anywhere, online or offline. The easy-to-use interface
is rapidly adopted by field and office staff, improving collaboration across
the business.

One platform for the entire network lifecycle
IQGeo provides and end-to-end solution that delivers office to field
benefits across the entire network lifecycle. The IQGeo Platform provides
a proven foundation for targeted applications that help our customers
improve sales, optimize maintenance and construction processes,
meet regulatory requirements, manage natural disasters, and cultivate
happy customers.
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Key capabilities
The IQGeo Platform can be deployed on its own as part of an
enterprise asset visibility solution or in combination with our
specialized applications that help to optimize processes across
the network asset lifecycle.
Powerful, Simple Platform
The IQGeo Platform applies the simplicity of Google Maps to enterprise
processes. It’s mobile-first architecture empowers field teams to create
and maintain an accurate view of complex network assets.

Enterprise scale mobility
Proven enterprise scale data sync and app updates to thousands of mobile
devices without compromising performance. Field staff can run the IQGeo
Platform on any iOS, Android or Windows device; online or offline.

Professional integration framework
Securely connects office and field staff to simple task and role-specific
views of your critical enterprise systems, supporting data feeds from
millions of smart IoT network devices.

App builder and developer tools
Easily set up and deploy new business process specific applications. The
development environment and APIs also give developers everything they
need to build more complex, upgradable applications.
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Summary
The IQGeo Platform is an enterprise geospatial productivity and collaboration solution that delivers
current and accurate network asset visibility. Supporting integrations from any data source, GIS,
real-time asset management, GPS location and corporate information systems, it creates a single
source of network truth for operational teams across the entire organization.

IQGeo advantages
IQGeo’s end-to-end geospatial software improves productivity and
collaboration across enterprise planning, design, construction and
maintenance processes for telecoms and utility network operators.
Our mobile-first enterprise solutions create and

Our award-winning, cloud-enabled solutions

maintain, an accurate view of complex network

save time and money, and improve safety

assets that is easily accessible by anyone,

and productivity, while enhancing customer

wherever and whenever needed.

satisfaction.

Specialized applications combined with our open

• Built for infrastructure companies

IQGeo Platform help network operators create a

• Mobile-first architecture

single source of network truth to meet their digital

• Open and flexible platform

transformation ambitions and operational KPIs.

• Fast and cost-effective to deploy
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